CLIPPER i RANGE partitions
BOTTOM / SKIRTING

STUDS / FLAT COVER

5-7100 Channel

5-7300 Upright i

5-7110 Channel picture ledge

5-1350 Upright S5

5-7120 Adjustement CHANNEL

5-2350 Upright i-NOV

1-030 Spacer

5-7900 Flat cover strip

5-710 Skirting board cover

5-7800 Omega cover strip

5-7700

1-720 i5 clipping bar

5-7720 Skirting board with double
TRANSOM
ANGLES
5-620 Right angle corner

5-7010 One-piece transom
5-1020 Clip-in transom

5-630 Corner post
5-7650 Half-moon

ACCESSOIRES
9-620 Wall Starting Foam
gasket 43x15
9-600 Transom gasket

GLAZING PROFILES

1 -060- Acousticlip

5-7400 Single glazing X

9-953 Glazing gasket i6

5-7420 Single glazing Z

9-960 Glazing gasket i8

5-1500 Double glazing X
5-7520 Double glazing Z

9-993 Glazing gasket i10
9-910 Glazing gasket i12
9-840 Inner gasket 1 mm
9-100 Rod

DOOR FRAME

5-990 Side rail

5-300 Rounded door frame

1-810 Picture hanger

5-7200 Square door frame

1-711 Adhesive tab
1- 010 Transom angle bracket
1-700 Junction

1 - CHANNELS and STUDS

2 - CHANNELS and CORNERS

S5 VERSION

Channel

Catch-up channel

i7 stud

S5 stud Channel angle bracket

VARIABLE 2D AND 3D CORNER

START OF WALL
+ FOAM GASKET

front of the channel and abutting it.

STUD/CHANNEL JOINT
Directly interlocked
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2D AND 3D RIGHT ANGLE CORNER
The right angle corner is positioned in
front of the channel and abutting it.

For the third
corner section,
insert an end

S5 VERSION
STUD/CHANNEL JOINT
Directly interlocked

the stud and
the right angle
corner.

FOOT OF DOOR FRAME
with channel angle
bracket + 9.5 round
head drill-tip screws
(TRPF screws)
The stud is positioned in
front of the channel and
abutting it.

Clipping the cover strip
onto the corner

3 – DOOR FRAME RECESS
Door frame assembly: See complete
instructions in the door frame kit

Ceiling height

Note: Standard vertical frame
rebate = 2055 mm

Clip-in transom

Vertical frame rebate

One-piece transom

Ceiling height

Square door frame

Vertical frame rebate

Rounded door frame

Wooden door frame or aluminium frame

Frame
rebate

Clarit frame

Frame
rebate

Double-leaf door

Single-leaf door

Door dimensions

Door height =
Frame rebate -15 mm
of
Ceiling height -72 mm

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

Frame rebate
Start of wall
CHANNEL

CHANNEL

Caution: Always check the frame rebate when mounting the door frame.
This must be strictly observed.

CORNER

4 – SLIDING DOOR with ALUMINIUM FRAME – RECESS
For assembly of the sliding rail kit: See complete instructions in the box of the sliding rail kit

Mounting a single-leaf wooden door or door with aluminium frame
Door width

15 mm overlay

15 mm overlay

Horizontal doorway opening =
Door width -30 mm

Mounting a double-leaf wooden door or door with aluminium frame
30 mm overlay

Door width

Door width

30 mm overlay

Horizontal doorway opening =
Total width of the two doors – 60 mm

Surface-mounting

Mounting against channel
S5 stud is clipped into the
length of the channel

Mounting bracket

Bottom guide for
wooden door

Bottom guide
for door with
aluminium frame

The horizontal
stud and
vertical stud
are mounted
using
a junction

Strip is clipped onto
the length of the
sliding rail
Strip is clipped
between the sliding
rail fasteners

Door height = Ceiling height -93 mm

Door height

Vertical doorway opening =
Door height

Strip is clipped onto the
length of the sliding rail

Vertical doorway opening = Door height -38.5 mm

Mounting bracket is
screwed to the vertical
cover strip

5 - TRANSOMS

One-piece transom

Clip-in transom

Junction

6-

SPACERS and GLAZING
PROFILES

spacer

The wing of the spacer must
always face upwards

Assembly with junction
One-piece transom

Clip-in transom

INCORRECT

CORRECT

Position of spacers
To be clipped into the top and bottom channel
Insert four screws on each side of the junction
to prevent the risk of tilting due to the weight
of the glazing

The transoms cut to 1183 mm
are sized for panels with a width of 1200 mm.

INCORRECT
Glazed module
above a base
section 4 spacers

Heel

CORRECT

The heel of the transom
must always face upwards
Heel

CORRECT

The heel always face
upwards

INCORRECT

Full height
glazed module
4 spacers

ACOUSTICLIP
and PANELS

7-

8 - GLAZING

Acousticlip with :
-13 mm thick plasterboard or
-12 mm thickness wood panel
Acousticlip

Place on studs and corners

Glazed panel above
a base section

Full height
glazed pane

centre distance of 600 mm. Place them max.
100 mm away from the top and bottom channel.
Place on channel

The glazing gaskets
are inserted in the

Place 2 Acousticlip in upper and lower channel,
spaced by 600 mm.

clip into the channels
via the spacers

Effective dimensions for base sections
with a panel width of 1200 mm
Module dimension = 1220 mm
Glass pane dimension = 1199 mm

Transom dimension = 1183 mm

9 - EFFECTIVE DIMENSIONS
Width

10 - COVER STRIPS

Height

Panel

Between the studs + 17 mm

Hollow section + 40 mm

Glazing

Between the studs + 18 mm

Hollow section + 20 mm

Blind

Between the studs -10 mm

Hollow section

i5 clipping bar

Compatible with

Flat cover strip

Omega cover strip

i7 Stud version

cover strip

on + 20 m

Hollow section

ti
Hollow sec
Directly clipped onto
the stud mechanically

m

S5 stud version
i5 clipping bar

Hollow section

m
+20 m
ction r
e
w se
Hollo with spac

Compatible

Hollow section

n +20 mm with

Hollow sectio

HPS - 77mm
Screw in the clipping
bar along the entire
height
Never put a clipping
bar on a horizontal
transom

Do not put the clipping bar on the corners

PLACING THE COVER STRIPS

spacer

Hollow section + 40 mm

I5 CLIPPING BAR CUTTING DIMENSION

To avoid damaging the cover strips when placing them,
unclip them on the side

DOUBLE GLAZING

11a - GLAZING CONFIGURATION

11b -CONFIGURATION DIFFERENTIATED

Glazing gasket: Length 3000 mm

Glazing gasket: Length 3000 mm

Light grey bead

Black bead

Single glazing X

Dark grey bead

Light grey bead

Double glazing X

Black bead

Dark grey bead

Double glazing X

Glass pane 44/2 or 8 mm Glass pane 33/2 or 6 mm
9-960 i8 glazing gaskets

9-953 i6 glazing gaskets

Glass pane 55/2 or 10 mm

Glass pane 44/2 or 8 mm

9-993 i10 glazing gaskets

9-960 i8 glazing gaskets

Glass pane 33/2 or 6 mm
9-953 i6 glazing gaskets

Glass pane 44/2 or 8 mm
9-960 i8 glazing gaskets

Glass pane 55/2 or 10 mm
9-993 i10 glazing gaskets
Single glazing Z

Double glazing Z

Double glazing Z
I12 on a roll

1 mm inner gasket
on a roll

I12 on a roll

Glass pane 66/2 or 12 mm Glass pane 55/2 or 10 mm
Gaskets : 9-910 adhesive
foam gasket i12

Glass pane 66/2 or 12 mm
9-910 i12 glazing gaskets

Seals : 9-910 adhesive foam
gasket i12 and # 9-840,
1 mm inner gasket to stuff

Conditions of use for the tabs:
Before installing the framework, it is essential to store the tabs in a room with a minimum temperature of 15°
for 24 h before sticking them to the panels.
Adhesive section of the tab

Section which protrudes from the panel
Place the top and bottom channels, the S5 studs starting from
the wall + gasket starting from the wall.

Detail 1: S5 stud + foam
gasket 43 x 15

S5 stud starting from the wall

Install the i-NOV studs as well as the channel angle brackets
(ref. 1.010.000) on the top and bottom channels.

For a panel with a
width of 1200 mm
starting from the
wall, the dimension
between the studs
= 1173 mm

Detail 2: Fixing
the i-NOV stud
For an intermediate
panel with a width of
1200 mm, the
dimension between
the studs = 1163 mm

Intermediatery stud = Stud I-NOV

The cutting dimension
for a catch-up panel
is equal to the dimension between the
studs + 27 mm

Install the spacers on the top and bottom channels. Position the
Acoustimouss foam on the S5 studs at the outer edge of the partition,
as well as on the spacers.
Detail 3:

Acousticlip

Position the tabs.
Caution! Before sticking the tabs, ensure that you remove any dust from the rear face of the panels.
Sticking onto the BR 13 plaster panel with aluminium side
Ensure that the non-adhesive section of the tabs protrudes from the panel.
Sticking and screwing onto the 12 mm wooden panel
Ensure that the non-adhesive section of the tabs protrudes from the panel.
Screw on the tab using three 3.5 x 13 countersunk cross-head screws (not provided).

End panel starting
from the wall or corner.

Intermediate
panel

5 tabs for 1 side of
the panel (or 6 if over
2.60 m)

10 tabs per panel
(or 12 if over
2.60 m)

Be careful that the tabs are glued so that they can cross each other during installation.

Catch-up panel
(end of partition)

5 tabs for 1 side
of the panel (or 6
if over 2.60 m)

In order to place the panel, insert it into the top and bottom channel of the partition.

Attach the tabs to the i-NOV stud

Detail 4:
Screws
and
screwdriver mouthpiece are
included in
the box

Place the next panels.

Note: Install the panel in the top and bottom channel.
Slide it against the previously placed panel
ensuring that the tabs intersect.

Attach the tabs to the i-NOV stud.

Détail 5

Fix the partition with the catch-up panel.

Note: Repeat step 8 and then insert the i5 clipping bar
on the S5 studs and the cover strips.
Detail 6

i5 clipping bar

Acousticlip

1 : i CHANNEL 5-7100
2 : Acousticlip 5-060
3 : Rimmed panel with rounded edges,
thickness 12.5 mm
4 : Steel tab 1-711
5 : i-NOV STUD 5-2350
6 : CHANNEL ANGLE BRACKET 1-010-000

Place the top and bottom channels, the S5 studs starting
from the wall + gasket starting from the wall.
Detail 1: S5 stud + foam
gasket 43 x 15

S5 stud starting from the wall

partition according to the chronological order indicated below.
Detail 2:

Note:
In order to place the glazing, insert it into the top and
bottom channel of the partition.
Caution: Check that the glazed panel is vertical.
If necessary, use glazing packers to
compensate for differences in level.

Stick the 3M gasket to the edge of the glazing installed in step 3.

Place the next glazed modules.
Note: In order to place the glazing, slide it into the
channel. Position the glass pane against
the previously placed pane and stick them
together.

alignment of glass between them.

INCORRECT
CORRECT
Complete the partition by placing the cover strips and glazing
gaskets which correspond to the type of glazing used – see
back of the page, steps 11a and 11b.

We recommend using double clamping suction
cups to ensure proper bonding of glasses and
their alignment with accurate leveling.

Choosing the glazing dimensions
Solution 1: All glazing will be cut to the same width
Calculation data
A = total number of gaskets between the glass panes
N = total number of glass panes
E = width of the gasket between each glass pane (2 mm for 3M adhesive gaskets)

Calculation formula
Glass pane width Y = [(X + 18) - (A x E)]/N

Glass pane width =YGlass pane width =Y

Glass pane width =Y

Gasket width = E

Glass pane width =Y

Solution 2: All glazing will appear to be of the same width
Calculation data
A = total number of gaskets between the glass panes
N = total number of glass panes
E = width of the gasket between each glass pane (2 mm for 3M adhesive gaskets)

Calculation formula
Intermediate glass pane width Y = [(X - (A x E)] / N
Starting glass pane width Z =Y + 9 mm

Intermediate glass Intermediate glass
pane width = Y
pane width = Y

Starting glass pane
width = Z

Gasket width = E

Starting glass pane
width = Z

Choice dimensions height of edge to edge glazing
Warning:
According to current regulations, the rebate taking on continuous glazing is :
Minimum 5 mm in bottom channel and at least 10 mm in upper channel.

With adjustment channels ref 5-7120
Glass height =
ceiling height - 58 mm
or hollow section + 30 mm

With standard channel ref 5-7100
Glass height =
ceiling height - 57 mm
or hollow section + 20 mm

Hollow section

THollow section + 30 mm

of our instructions at:
www.clipper.fr

n + 20 mm
Hollow sectio

Hollow section

Tolerance on the glass height ± 10 mm

